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President’s Report
As we approach the end of yet another year, it is interesting to reflect on the changes we experienced and
how they will influence our activities in future years. We finished the year with 790 members ,which is a
substantial increase on previous years. Unfortunately, most of our growth was in the larger classes, which
has determined that one class will not be able to conduct its activities at the Jordanville Hub next year.
Also, we have had to relocate some of the smaller classes off-campus next year to accommodate requests
from a few fortnightly classes that need to meet weekly. This will offer additional challenges as to our
efforts to continue the atmosphere of community spirit which we have in our organization. One other, but
continuing, challenge is to develop interest within our membership in some of the smaller classes so that
we may continue to develop our community overall and not just a few of our flagship classes.
Our activities would not be possible or as successful as they are without the hard work and enthusiastic
efforts of our tutors and our office volunteers. Sometimes I feel their efforts are expected rather than
appreciated and encourage all of you to respect their contribution to our activities. On behalf of the
Committee I thank them for their hard work and contributions. Speaking of the Committee, I thank each of
them, together with others who, behind the scenes, organize our classes, membership, and maintenance
of equipment to ensure our activities run smoothly. I have advised the Committee that I will not nominate
for re-election as President at next year’s AGM. I feel it is time for a change and as Robert Taylor has
offered to stand for President I feel that the Committee will be in very good hands.
I will close by thanking you all for your support during the year and I wish you an enjoyable holiday season.

David
2019
ENROLMENT
Online -

From 9.30am, Tuesday 4th December 2018

Office -

9.30am - 3.00pm
Tuesday 4th December 2018
Wednesday, 5th December 2018

PLEASE - Enrol before 3.00pm, Thursday,
24th January, 2019.
This will enable accurate rolls to be printed
before classes start on Tuesday, 29th January
2019.
The Office will be open on Thursday,
24th January from 10.00am - 2.00pm. for
members who still need to enrol.
PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE IT TILL YOU COME IN FOR YOUR FIRST
CLASS.
Pam Murphy
Membership Secretary

Our office will be unattended over the
Christmas break, and the telephone
answering service will be shut off. Please
do not contact us by email as they will
not be answered. We will be doing the
same as you - having a well-deserved
break and recharging ourselves, ready
for an enjoyable and busy 2019.
Thank you for your understanding.

Pamela Tulen Tutor Shakespeare
My love of Shakespeare grew out of my love of
language. My mother wrote poetry and my father
read me bedtime stories from an early age. Every
Sunday as I was growing up I listened to stories and
parables and lessons from the King Jame’s version
of the Holy Bible. The language excited me and I
loved the sound of the words. When I was in first
grade, I was mortified to be told I was not good
enough for the Choir. So, I became interested in
dance, plays, reading and writing. I danced a
snowflake not knowing what snow was, and was, "A
Frog who would a Wooing Go”, wearing a top hat at
six!
From this background developed a passion for
Shakespeare and History, also ballet, particularly
the history of Russian Ballet, and l am a voracious
reader and sometime writer. I was a member of the
Melbourne Shakespeare society for 15 years and
conducted many rehearsed play readings of
Shakespeare's plays and other Elizabethan
playwrights and was an Adjudicator for 10 years
with The School's Shakespeare Festival.
I also directed and acted in many community
theatres. I had a family, then a career, then got
educated; in that order. I completed an Honours
Thesis in Cultural studies entitled, “A Study of the
Experiences of Russian Migrants Learning Australian
English and their Encounters with Australian
Culture”; which l don't think anyone has read.
Referencing French Philosopher Pierre Bourdieu
and “The Power of Language”.
My passion for Shakespeare intensifies with my
tutoring, especially as I have such an enthusiastic
group.

Link Health & Community
Downstairs in the Batesford Hub we should all be
aware that there are a variety of low cost health
professionals. They include podiatry, exercise
physiology, dietetics and diabetes educators. All on
our doorstep. Spread throughout the East & South
East of Melbourne, Link Health & Community
provides many services. Doctors, Dentists,
Counselling and Help with Pets
to name a few. Brochures are
available in the U3A Kitchen or
online at www.linkhc.org.au.

The Mathematics of Games and
Puzzles: From Cards to Sudoku

Commences August 16, 9.30 – 11.30
1st, 3rd and 5th Friday in the month
For thousands of years, games and puzzles have
been an enjoyable and rewarding aspect of human
civilization. They tease our brains. They challenge
our memories. They strengthen our competitive
skills. And whether it’s chess, poker, or Sudoku,
most games have this in common: Everything you
need to win is rooted in mathematics.
Using a DVD–based lecture series and nothing more
than a simple grasp of maths, you can discover
optimal ways to win games and solve puzzles with
the speed and accuracy of professional players.
By using maths as a unique lens through which to
explore some of the world’s most popular games,
you’ll improve the ways you win games and solve
puzzles; better understand exciting concepts in
everything from algebra to probability to game
theory; make better decisions and take calculated
risks in personal investing and other real-world
situations; keep your mind active and sharp at any
age; and, perhaps best of all, discover whole new
levels of enjoyment with games you only thought
you knew how to play.
And will discuss topics such as
Games of Chance and Winning Wagers
Solving “impossible” puzzles
Solving Sudoku
Mathematics and Chess

